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What Are the Most Dangerous Sports? 
 
Have you ever wondered...  

• What are the most dangerous sports? 
• What makes them dangerous sports? 
• What safety requirements, rules, or other actions have been taken to make the sport 

safe? 
 

Did you know? 
 
If you are a daredevil, you may be wondering which sports are the most dangerous.  Why 
not try some of these extreme sports:  bronco bull riding, swimming in deep dark caves, 
base jumping off of ginormous cliffs, big wave surfing, cheerleading (yes, cheerleading) or 
even heli-skiing in the mountain tops.  
 
Some of the most dangerous sports on earth are scary like cave diving and base jumping. 
Blue holes make cave diving dangerous. Divers get killed every year cause of blue holes. 
One diver went 166 feet and came back with no injuriys. If you fall into a blue hole you will 
not come out. 
 
One of the most dangerous sports is cave diving. To help keep you safe and the experience 
enjoyable, here are some safety tips on cave diving.  Always have a backup light just in 
case a light goes out.  It’s dark down there, you’ll want to have a spare.  Always be trained 
by a professional.  If an emergency happens you will know what to do and won’t panic. It’s 
good to have a guideline to find your way back to the ship or surface. You should avoid 
diving deeper than 130 feet because your gas tank could run out of air too fast and you 
could drown. Always save one third of your oxygen for emergency.  These tips will help 
keep you safe! 
 
If you are a thrill seeker or someone who likes extreme sports, your nearest adventure 
could be waiting at the mountain, underwater cave, or local rodeo. 
 

Wonder words to know and use: 

• blue holes 
• oxygen 
• guideline 



• panic  
• extreme 
 
 

 
 
 
	  


